
THE COVERT ALPR SYSTEM 
THAT HOLDS MORE THAN 
CONSTRUCTION TOOLS

There’s nothing remarkable-looking about our diamond-
plate pick-up truck toolbox. That makes it the perfect 
place to conceal our covert automatic license plate reader 
(ALPR) system that can read plates when parked or moving.

One covert ELSAG® toolbox conceals all system 
components: cameras, sensor, processing unit, and an 
independent power source. As vehicles pass by, ALPR 
cameras read license plates and capture data:

 › License plate number

 › Color photo of the license plate end of the vehicle

 › B/w close-up of the license plate

 › Date and time stamps of the read

 › GPS location of each read

Every license plate is automatically compared to a hot 
list of suspect vehicles. When there’s a match, audio 
and visual alarms broadcast to a command center and 
nearby officers for real-time interdiction. The ALPR data 

can be stored on an ELSAG Enterprise Operations Center 
data management server for query and analysis to aid 
investigations.

Many of our covert ALPR solutions are becoming best 
practices across the country for missions requiring 
undercover surveillance. Each solution can easily move to 
another area or switch to a different vehicle. We continually 
work with partner agencies to develop creative covert 
solutions that address their specific needs. Ask about these 
other ELSAG covert solutions:

 › ELSAG Covert Barrel Camera – construction barrels 
that sit on roadsides

 › ELSAG Covert Pole Camera – disguised as a utility box 
with weathered patina

 › ELSAG Covert Cargo Carrier – vehicle rooftop cargo carrier 

 › ELSAG Radar Trailers and Variable Message Boards – 
various speed detection trailers outfitted with covert 
ALPR systems
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